Further
Your health insurance
solution to provide your
people with end-to-end care
for critical conditions

Access to inclusive healthcare should be universal. But unfortunately, it isn’t. Every country
has different healthcare systems and some even limit healthcare coverage for same sex partners,
meaning access to treatment could be a geographic lottery for your people and their loved ones.
This is where you can step in and help provide access to the best care possible, regardless of your
employee’s location.
And coming out of a pandemic that disrupted healthcare services and left many people without
access to treatment, it’s more important than ever before for multinationals to re-evaluate their
healthcare benefits. Employees want healthcare coverage that is designed to help them get the
best treatment in the world, should the worst happen.
To help you provide your people access to the
best critical illness treatment, we’ve partnered with
Further1, who offer an end-to-end insurance solution
for critical conditions. Designed for the many, not
the few, Further helps you offer the best treatment
available, wherever your people are based.
As a MAXIS client, you can work with Further and benefit
from its Critical Advantage solution2 to offer your
people treatment, outside of their home country, at a
specialist medical centre of excellence of their choosing,
for some of the most serious conditions, including:
cancer treatment

From treatment, to travel and accommodation,
Further covers and organises all bookings, arrangements,
and payments.
The team at Further guide and support your people
throughout their treatment journey allowing them
to focus on what’s truly important, their health
and recovery.
Critical Advantage is available globally, meaning no
matter where they live, your people can have access
to the best care.
Key benefits to Critical Advantage include:

neurosurgery

no deductibles or upfront payments

coronary artery by-pass surgery

access to treatment at leading international hospitals

heart valve replacement and repair

uniform health benefit for all

live-donor organ & tissue transplant.

one provider, multiple locations

What solutions does Further provide?
Critical Advantage – this solution breaks down geographic
and financial barriers to give people facing a serious illness
choice and freedom when it comes to deciding how and
where they are treated.

single, global pricing
centralised reporting and account management
100% reinsurable to MAXIS global programmes.

Why MAXIS Global Wellness?
As a multinational employer, you’re faced with the challenge of caring for the overall
health and wellbeing of your people, wherever they are in the world. This can be even
more difficult as healthcare costs continue to soar. So how can we help?
MAXIS GBN’s wellness technology marketplace offers multinationals a dedicated
and unique suite of digital-led health and wellness services from innovative providers
all around the world. We’ve done the leg work; our claims data analytics ensure your
key cost drivers are addressed. We’ve scoured the market and selected the vendor
that best meets your criteria based on our careful research – they’re able to scale
the world with you, matching your global footprint. And by working with MAXIS,
we can help secure preferential rates with these vendors that might not be available
elsewhere in the market allowing you to offer your people better services with your
wellness budget. You’ll also be given a dedicated MAXIS manager to monitor the
performance on your behalf.
So, what are you waiting for?

What’s included with Further?

Who is Further?

You’ll be able to offer your employees access
to end-to-end critical care cover.

Further is a global leader in the design and
development of cross-border insurance solutions for
serious illnesses. With over 20 years’ experience, Further
is present in 30 countries and provides solutions for
more than 200 employers across the globe.

€ /US$2,000,000 for treatment,
travel and accommodation.
E xpert advice on international
treatment options.
 hoice of renowned international hospitals
C
outside of home country.
E nd-to-end arrangement and payment of
all travel and accommodation for the employee
and a companion.
Daily cash allowance.
Follow-up care in-country.
€ /US$50,000 for post-treatment
medication coverage.

Its solution combines the latest technology and
medical expertise to ensure the best possible
medical outcomes.

Why should you work
with Further?
A serious illness is one of the toughest things
your employees could face in their lifetime. Further
specialises in providing the providing choice and
access to the best treatment options available and
holds their hand to guide them through their journey.
Further helps your employees decide where and when
to be treated, based on their specific condition and
preferences. Critical Advantage removes the
healthcare barriers and the burden of accessing,
arranging and paying for out-of-country treatment,
travel and accommodation.
Further helps your employees have:
simple and global access to care
no financial barriers
choice
a dedicated support team.
Further ensures that your investment in your
employees provides peace of mind and offers choice
and excellence in healthcare. And it allows you to
offer an equitable benefit for your people, no matter
where they live.

Because life matters most.

For more information on how you can
implement a global wellness programme
with Further, please visit maxis-gbn.com or
contact your local MAXIS GBN representative.
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